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Abstract

Changeable Face Biometrics by Combining
Appearance-Based Methods

MinYi Jeong
Graduate Program in Biometrics

The Graduate School
Yonsei University

In this thesis, a changeable biometric system for appearance-based face recogni-

tion is proposed. In terms of user authentication, biometric systems offer many

advantages in that information cannot be lost, forgotten or shared. However, they

also suffer from disadvantages in some applications, for example, in the area of

privacy protection. Changeable (cancelable) biometrics has been suggested as a

solution to this problem of enhancing security and privacy. The idea is to trans-

form a biometric signal or feature into a new one for the purposes of enrollment

and matching. In this paper, we propose a changeable biometric system that can

be applied to appearance based face recognition system. In the first technique,

when using feature extraction, PCA, ICA and NMF coefficient vectors extracted

from an input face image are normalized using their norm. The two normal-

ized vectors are scrambled randomly and a new transformed face coefficient

v



vector (transformed template) is generated by addition of the two normalized

vectors. When this transformed template is compromised, it is replaced with a

new scrambling rule. Because the transformed template is generated by the ad-

dition of two vectors, the original PCA, ICA and NMF coefficients could not be

recovered from the transformed coefficients. In our experiments, we compared

performance when the PCA, ICA and NMF coefficient vectors is used and when

the transformed coefficient vectors are used for verification.

Key Words : biometrics, changeable biometrics, face recognition, princi-
pal component analysis, independent component analysis, non-
negative matrix factorization
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Biometrics

Biometric systems [1-3] refer to personal authentication methods that use indi-

vidual information from a given person such as fingerprints [4], face [5], iris

[6], palmprints [7], voice [8] or signature [9]. In the past years, the idea of

maintaining security by the use of passwords (knowledge-based security) and ID

cards (token-based security) has been used to restrict access to many applica-

tions. However, security can easily come under attack if a password is divulged

to an unauthorized user or an impostor. To prevent this, biometric systems have

emerged. These systems are believed to provide a greater degree of security than

traditional authentication methods. Among the many advantages of biometric

systems is the fact that most biometric information cannot be stolen, forgotten,

or shared. Biometric systems show many distinguished characteristics with re-

spect to the following points:

1. Universality, which means that each person must have the identified char-
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acteristic.

2. Distinctiveness, which means that it must be easy to distinguish between

any two persons sufficiently in terms of the identified characteristic.

3. Permanence, which means that the identified characteristic must be fully

invariant over a given period of time.

4. Collectibility, which means that the identified characteristic can be mea-

sured quantitatively.

In a practical system which makes use of biometrics for personal identity

recognition, there are a number of other important requirements, as follows.

1. Performance, which refers to achievable identification accuracy, the re-

source requirements necessary to achieve acceptable identification accu-

racy, and the working or environmental factors that affect identification

accuracy.

2. Acceptability, which indicates to what extent people are willing to accept

a given biometric system.

3. Circumvention, which refers to how easy it is to fool the system by fraud-

ulent techniques.

A practical biometric system should meet the specified recognition accuracy,

speed, and resource requirements, be harmless to users, be accepted by the in-

tended population, and be sufficiently robust to various fraudulent attacks.
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1.2 Changeable Biometrics

Although biometric systems offer many advantages for user authentication, there

are also some disadvantages. One of these is that there are privacy issues con-

cerning non-revocable biometric information, especially in cases of identity theft.

When a biometric template becomes compromised, it is rendered unusable. The

only remedy is to replace this template with another biometric feature. However,

a person has a limited number of biometric features, for example, the face, iris,

voice and hand. Changeable biometrics offers an alternative to these problems

[3]. Changeable biometrics refers to biometrics that can be changed canceled,

or replaced. These systems consist of an intentional, repeatable distortion of a

biometric signal based on a chosen transform. This transform can be applied

in either the signal domain or the feature domain. The biometric signal is then

changed in the same way at each presentation, for enrollment and for authentica-

tion. With this approach, every instance of enrollment can use a different trans-

form, thus rendering cross-matching impossible. Furthermore, if one variant of

the transformed biometric data is compromised, then the transform function can

simply be changed to create a new variant for re-enrollment. For changeable

biometric systems, there are five points to be considered.

The first point is that even if the biometric features are known, the original

biometrics cannot be recovered. This is called non-invertibility. Functions that

change the template have to be non-invertible transformations. An example of

this is changeable biometrics of the face and fingerprints [3]. The second point
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is that after transformation, the recognition rate must not be much lower than

the original recognition rate. Ideally, the methods should provide better recogni-

tion rates. The third point is that transform functions can be created indefinitely.

Changeable biometric systems change because the number of biometrics is in-

sufficient. Therefore, the number of possible changed templates must be either

unlimited or numerous. This process is called reproducibility, and is calculated

through a measure of entropy. The fourth point is that the level of complexity

should be simple. It is not as necessary to satisfy this characteristic, but it is

needed as a changeable biometric performance measure. The fifth point is that

the changeable biometrics template has to look like a conventional biometric sys-

tem. Recently, research has been done on changeable biometric systems using

fingerprints [10], palmprints [11, 12], and faces [13-19].

1.3 Related Research

Several changeable biometrics methods have already been developed in the field

of face recognition. Ratha et al. [3, 13] proposed a morphing method to trans-

form face images. When the transformed biometric information was compro-

mised, a new biometric template was generated by introducing a new morphing

function. However, when using this method, it was still possible for the origi-

nal face image to be reconstructed if the attacker were to discover the morphing

function.

Savvides et al. [14] used random kernels and MACE (Minimum Average
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Correlation Energy) filters. A transformed training image was created by con-

volving the given face image with a random kernel. The transformed image was

then used to generate the MACE filter. For authentication, a test image was

convolved with the same random kernel and this convolved test image was then

cross-correlated with the MACE filter.

Teoh et al. [15-18] proposed a method called BioHashing in which a feature

vector was projected onto a random vector basis and then scaled in a binary

way. The Fourier-Mellin transform and Fisher Discrimination Analysis (FDA)

were used for feature extraction. The feature vector was then calculated using

the extracted face feature, and the feature vector was projected onto a random

basis. Next, a random basis was found using the Gram-Schmidt procedure, with

a randomly generated vector set. Finally, a value of 0 or 1 was determined using

an arbitrary threshold. From the experimental results, this method was shown to

yield a zero EER.

However, contrary evidence was presented by Kong et al. [18], who showed

that the zero EER of the BioHashing method was produced under the impractical

assumption that the random basis can never be lost, stolen, shared or duplicated.

This assumption does not hold generally. Kong et al. also pointed out that if

this assumption held, there would be no need to use the random basis since it

could serve as a perfect password. Adopting an assumption generally used within

the biometric community, experimental results have since showed that the true

performance of BioHashing is far from perfect.

Kang et al. [19] proposed a changeable face biometric system which com-
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bines the PCA template and a Password-Based Key Derivation Function (PBKDF).

In their method, authentication was performed in the permuted domain using a

permutation function which was created from a user’s password with the PBKDF.

If the transformed face template was compromised, a new face template was gen-

erated by alternating the password.

6



Chapter 2

Background

In this section, we give a brief related research about face recognition and change-

able biometrics for face recognition.

2.1 Face Recognition

Face-based systems [20] are very useful in many applications, since they are easy

to use, natural, and non-intrusive. A face recognition system generally consists

of four modules: detection, alignment, feature extraction, and matching.

Detection and alignment are processing steps that occur before feature ex-

traction and matching. The detection process separates the face areas from the

background, and alignment achieves accurate localization and normalization of

faces. Feature extraction is performed to provide information that is effective and

useful for distinguishing between the faces of different persons. Matching refers

to comparing the input face with faces in the database and deciding whether a

match is true or false. In a general sense, true means that the input face is equal
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to a face in the database. For matching, the extracted feature vector of the input

face is matched against those of the enrolled faces in the database.

Face recognition can be further classified into two types: verification and

identification. Verification refers to a one-to-one match that compares a query

face image with a template face image. To evaluate performance, the verification

rate versus the false acceptance rate is calculated. This is called a Receiver Op-

eration Curve (ROC). A good verification system must try to balance these two

rates based on operational needs. Identification refers to a one-to-many matching

process that compares a query face image with all the template images in a face

database in order to determine the identity of the query face. Identification of

the test image is done by locating an image in the database which is most similar

to the test image. The test subject’s features are compared to the other features

in the system’s database and a similarity score is found for each comparison.

These similarity scores are then numerically ranked in descending order. The

percentage of times that the highest similarity score is the correct match for all

individuals is referred to as the top match score.

2.2 Appearance Based Method

Some typical algorithms for face recognition are presented below; namely, ap-

pearance based and model-based approaches. Appearance-based techniques have

been widely used in face recognition research [21-23]. These techniques repre-

sent a face as a linear combination of low-ranking basis images. They employ
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Figure 2.1: Face recognition processing. A face recognition system generally
consists of four modules as depicted in Figure 2.1 : detection, alignment, feature
extraction, and matching.
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feature vectors consisting of coefficients that are obtained by simply project-

ing facial images onto their basis images. Appearance-based approaches rep-

resent an object in terms of several object views. An image is considered to

be a high-dimension vector (a point in a high-dimensional vector space). Many

appearance-based approaches use statistical techniques to analyze the distribu-

tion of the object image vectors in the vector space, and derive an efficient and

effective representation according to different applications. Principal Compo-

nent Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Nonnegative

Matrix Factorization (NMF) are representative techniques for appearance-based

face recognition.

2.2.1 Principal Component Analysis

PCA [21-23] is a method which efficiently represents a collection of sample

data. Matthew A. Turk [21, 22] published a face recognition scheme that used

eigenfaces and was based on PCA. PCA is a way of identifying patterns, and ex-

pressing the identified information to highlight similarities and differences. PCA

is a method which efficiently represents a collection of sample information. The

eigenface algorithm uses PCA for dimensionality reduction in order to identify

the vectors which best account for the distribution of face images within the en-

tire image space. These vectors define the subspace of the face images. This

subspace is also called the face space. An eigenface is a face space that can be

obtained by analyzing sample face images with the PCA method, and it contains

features for identifying whether an acquired image is actually a face. In the PCA

10



method, the following equations are commonly used.

The training set of face images can be represented by Γ1, Γ2, ..., ΓM . The

average face of the training set is defined as Ψ = 1
M

M∑
n=1

Γn and different faces

are defined as Φi = Γi − Ψ . A covariance matrix can then be obtained in the

following way:

C =
1

M

M∑
n=1

ΦnΦT
n . (2.1)

Each different face image Φi is represented as a linear combination of the eigen-

vectors. And each normalized training face Φk is represented by a vector Ωk =
[
wk

1 , w
k
2 , · · ·, wk

M ′
]T .

Ωk = UT Φk. (2.2)

where, U = [u1u2 · · · u′M ] denotes the eigenvector for i = 1, ..., M ′ , and where

M ′ is the value that is found for face detection (M ′ ≤ M ).

Given an unknown face image Γ, it can be normalized and projected onto the

eigenspace.

Ω = UT (Γ−Ψ) . (2.3)

Similarly, all new face images can then be projected onto the face space to find

a set of weights that describe the contribution of each vector in the face space.

Fig. 2.2 shows facial image representations using PCA.

2.2.2 Independent Component Analysis

ICA [23-29] is an unsupervised learning rule that was derived from the principle

of optimal information transfer through sigmoidal neurons [30, 31]. ICA min-
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Figure 2.2: Facial image representations using PCA.

imizes both second-order and higher-order dependencies in the input. It keeps

the assumption of linearity but abandons all the other aspects that PCA uses.

Although the amplitude spectrum is captured by second-order statistics in PCA,

there remains the phase spectrum that lies in higher-order statistics. ICA attempts

to find the basis along which the data (when projected onto them) are statistically

independent. ICA is a way of finding a linear non-orthogonal coordinate system

in any multivariate data. The directions of the axes of this coordinate system are

determined by both the second and higher order statistics of the original data.

The goal is to perform a linear transform, which makes the resulting variables as

statistically independent from each other as possible. This refers to a generaliza-

tion of PCA (therefore, PCA can be derived as a special case of ICA). The main

principle is to iteratively optimize a smoothing function whose global optima

occurs when the output vectors U are independent.

To define ICA, we considered a statistical model. We observed n random

variables x1, x2, · · · , xn, which were assumed to be linear combinations of n

unknown random variables s1, s2, · · · , sn. The independent components si were

latent variables, meaning that they could not be directly observed. We denoted

the observed variables xi as an observed vector x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn]T and the

12



Figure 2.3: Facial image representations using ICA.

component variables si as a vector s = [s1, s2, · · · , sn]T . The relation between s

and x was modeled as

x = As =
n∑

i=1

aisi, (2.4)

where A is an unknown fixed n×n matrix of full rank, called the mixing matrix,

whose columns are denoted by ai, i = 1, · · · , n. Its columns were called the ICA

basis vectors or the ICA basis functions. Implementation of ICA was performed

to estimate the de-mixing matrix B, such that the vector x was transformed into

y = Bx (2.5)

yielding as mutually statistically independent components of y as possible.

The estimation of B is done by optimizing independence of the components in

y using training data. Thus, it is understood that the vector y is an estimate of

the true source s. There are two kinds of architectures based on ICA, statistically

independent basis images (architecture I) and a factorial code representation (ar-

chitecture II). In this paper, we used ICA architecture I. Fig. 2.3 shows facial

image representations using ICA.
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2.2.3 Nonnegative Matrix Factorization

NMF is suggestive of some aspects of activation patterns in response to images.

In NMF, as the name implies, the amount of non-negativity adds constraints to

the matrix factorization, allowing only additions in the synthesis. There are no

cancellations or interference of patterns via subtraction or negative feature vector

values. This leads more naturally to the notion of parts-based representation of

images [32-34]. With the underlying non-negative constraints, NMF is able to

identify localized parts-based representations. Sparse coding with NMF seems

befitting especially for face recognition applications as the features of face im-

ages are naturally represented as a small collection of features, namely eyes,

nose and mouth, which are distributed all over the face. Because the outputs of

NMF are localized features, these parts-based features can be used collectively

to represent a face.

Given a data matrix F , non-negative matrix factorization refers to the decom-

position of the matrix F into two matrices W and H of size n × r and r × m,

such that

F = WH (2.6)

where the elements in W and H are all positive values.

In NMF, no negative entries are allowed in matrix factors W and H whereby

non-negativity constraint is imposed in factorizing the data matrix F limiting

data manipulation only to additions (no subtractions are allowed). This leads

to the idea of reconstructing an object by adding its representative parts collec-

14



tively. Each column in the matrix W is called a basis image, and a column in the

matrix H is called an encoding. An image in F can be reconstructed by linearly

combining basis images with the coefficients in an encoding. The encodings

influence the activation of pixels in the original matrix via basis images.

Given a data matrix F , Lee and Seung [33] developed a technique for factor-

izing the F to yield matrices W and H as given in Eq. (2.6). Each element in

the matrix F can be written as Fij =
r∑

p=1

WipHpj where T represents the number

of basis images and the number of coefficients in an encoding. The following

iterative learning rules are used to find the linear decomposition:

Hpj ← Hpj

n∑
i=1

(
WipFij

r∑
k=1

WikHkj

) (2.7)

Wip ← Wip

m∑
j=1

(
FijHpj

r∑
k=1

WikHkj

) (2.8)

Wip ← Wip
n∑

k=1

Wkp

(2.9)

The above unsupervised multiplicative learning rules are used iteratively to

update W and H . The initial values of W and H are fixed randomly. At each

iteration, a new value for W or H is evaluated. Each update consists of a multi-

plication and sums of positive factors.

The data matrix F , is constructed such that the training face images occupy

the columns of the F matrix. Let the training face set be Γtrain = {f train
1 , f train

2 , · · · , f train
m },

F = [f1f2 · · · fm] and µ represents the mean of all training images. Learning is

15
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Figure 2.4: Facial image representations using NMF.

done using Eq.s (2.7)-(2.9) to decompose the matrix F into 2 matrices, H and

W . Let the basis images be represented as W = [w1w2 · · ·wr] and encodings as

H = [h1h2 · · ·hm]: where each face fi in F can be approximately reconstructed

by linearly combining the basis images, and the corresponding encoding coeffi-

cients hT
i = [h1ih2i · · ·hri] as shown in Figure 1. Hence: a face can be modeled

in terms of a linear superposition of basis functions together with encodings as

follows:

fi =
r∑

j=1

wjhi (2.10)

For each face fi in the training set and test set, we calculate the corresponding

encoding coefficients. The basis images in W are generated from the set of

training faces;Γtrain. The encodings, hi of each training face fi is given by

hi = W †fi (2.11)

where W † is the pseudo-inverse of the matrix W . Once trained, the face image

set, {f1, f2, · · · , fm} is represented by a set of encodings {h1, h2, · · · , hm} with

reduced dimension, r. A distance metric is used to calculate the similarity be-

tween htrain
i and htest

j ; encodings of a training image and a test image. Fig. 2.4

shows facial image representations using NMF.
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Chapter 3

Changeable Biometrics for
Appearance-Based Methods

In this section, we describe the proposed method using appearance based method

for changeable face biometrics. The main idea of the proposed method is to gen-

erate transformed coefficients by addition of the coefficients of the scrambled

PCA and ICA coefficients (or the PCA and NMF) coefficients. In this section

Figure 3.1: Overall Procedure of Proposed Method.
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the method using PCA and ICA is explained for the sake of convenience, but

other appearance method can be applied by same way. In the first technique,

the PCA and ICA coefficient vectors are extracted from an input face image and

normalized. The two normalized vectors are scrambled randomly and a new

transformed face coefficient vector is generated by addition of the two normal-

ized vectors. Fig. 3.1 shows the overall procedure of the proposed method.

3.1 Normalization

Using PCA and ICA algorithm, an n-dimensional PCA coefficient vector P̄ = [P1,

P2, P3, ..., PN ] and ICA coefficient vector Ī = [I1, I2, I3, ..., IN ] are extracted from

an input face image, when the range of PCA and ICA coefficient vectors is very

different. Even though both coefficient vectors are added, the influencing power

of PCA is very large because the PCA coefficient vector is larger than the ICA.

When adding two vectors which are different from the influencing power, the

original face information can be disclosed if an attacker tries to use the coeffi-

cient vector of the large influencing power. Therefore, we have to consider the

influencing power of the PCA and ICA coefficient vectors. Therefore, the two

coefficient vectors are normalized using their norm as follows:

p = P̄/
∣∣P̄

∣∣ = [p1,p2,p3,...,pN]

i = Ī/
∣∣̄I

∣∣ = [i1,i2,i3,...,iN]
, (3.1)

where
∣∣P̄

∣∣ and
∣∣̄I

∣∣ denotes the L2 norm of vector P̄ and Ī. Fig. 3.2 show the

distribution of the eigencoefficients before and after the proposed method.

18
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Figure 3.2: Example of appearance based method eigencoefficients. (a) Example
of PCA, ICA and NMF eigencoefficients. (b) Example of PCA, ICA and NMF
normalized eigencoefficients.
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3.2 Scramble the normalized coefficient vector

To increase the reproducibility and complexity of non-invertiblity, we use a

scrambling method. The principal axes of the PCA and ICA vectors show a

large amount of information. By adding the arranged two vectors, the summa-

tion value is even larger. Therefore the principal axis is revealed easily. Attackers

would be able to obtain similar information as existed in the original one. The

principal axis of PCA and ICA is difficult to disclose using randomly scrambled

coefficient vectors.

This scrambling method is useful for the reproducibility of changeable bio-

metrics, since the number of possible changed templates must be unlimited or

numerous. The scrambling method exists in a large number of cases and con-

tributes to reproducibility. In this case, the number of cases is numerous because

each of the PCA and ICA vectors orders are differently scrambled and added.

Each coefficient vector is randomly scrambled and the scrambling rule is

determined by a user ID. It is possible to define the two scrambling functions

SPCA
ID (•) and ZICA

ID (•). SPCA
ID (•) is a function for scrambling the normalized PCA

coefficient vector p, and ZICA
ID (•) is a function for scrambling the normalized ICA

coefficient vector i. The scrambled PCA and ICA coefficient vectors are given

by;
ps = SPCA

ID (p)

is = ZICA
ID (i)

(3.2)

When the transformed coefficient vector is found to be compromised, new trans-

formed coefficient vectors can be generated by replacing the user ID or the
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scrambling rule associated with the user ID. In this way, many transformed face

coefficient vectors can be easily generated.

3.3 Addition between normalized coefficient vectors

Finally, the transformed face coefficient vector is generated by adding the scram-

bled PCA and ICA coefficient vectors as follows:

cID=∂ps+βis (3.3)

where ∂ = β = 1 in this paper.

One of the conditions for changeable biometrics is that transformed biomet-

ric data should not be easily converted back to the original biometric data even

if an attacker knows both the transformed biometric data and the transforming

method. In the proposed method, the information that an attacker can find is the

transformed face coefficient vector (cID=SPCA
ID (p)+ZICA

ID (i)) and the two scram-

bling functions (SPCA
ID (•),ZICA

ID (•)). However, because the PCA coefficient vec-

tor p and the ICA coefficient vector i are not stored, an attacker cannot dis-

cover the PCA coefficients nor the ICA coefficients (extra degree of freedom).

Therefore, it is impossible to recover the PCA and ICA coefficients from the

transformed coefficients cID. Therefore, this method satisfies the condition of

non-invertibility.
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Chapter 4

Experiments

In this section, the experimental results are presented in three parts. In the first

part, we show how the performance rate varies when the number of dimensions

is changed from 10 to 300. Also, we compare performance when using PCA,

ICA (or PCA, NMF) and the proposed method. In the second part, we present

two experiments that address the changeability of changeable biometrics. The

first of these represents the changeability of the distribution of the eigencoeffi-

cients when using the proposed method, and the second represents changeability

through an system threshold and distribution of pseudo genuine elements. In the

last part, we calculate the amount of reproducibility.

4.1 Database

We used the AR Face database [35] to evaluate recognition performance. This

database consists of over 3,200 frontal view images of 126 subjects. There were

26 different images per subject, recorded in two different sessions separated by
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Figure 4.1: Sample images from the AR Face database.

two weeks, each weekly session comprising 13 images. Each subject was cap-

tured under a large variety of conditions, including occlusion and changing facial

expressions. All images were obtained under controlled illumination and view-

point conditions. Each image consisted of a 46 by 56 array of pixels. We used

only 672 frontal facial images without occlusion and illumination changes, for a

total of 6 different images per subject. Fig. 4.1 shows some sample images taken

from the database. The number of images used for training and testing was both

336, respectively. The training set contained images for each of the 56 subjects.

The images of the remaining 56 subjects were used as the test set.
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4.2 Experimental Design

4.2.1 Matching performance

Two samples of the same biometric feature from the same person can never be

exactly the same due to imperfect imaging conditions, ambient conditions, and

the user’s current state. A meaningful performance method is to use distance

distributions which show the distinctiveness and repeatability (consistency) of

the feature vectors transformed from the biometric signals. Genuine distribution

is created from the distance measures resulting from comparisons of a number

of face image pairs from the same face. Imposter distribution is created from the

distance measures generated by comparisons of a number of face images pairs

from different faces. The system decision is regulated by a threshold t. The

higher the score, the more certain it is that the two measurements come from the

same person.

A biometric verification system makes two types of errors: false rejections

and false acceptances[36]. These two types of errors are often termed as false

matches and false non-matches. False rejections refer to the likelihood (in trans-

action percentage terms) of an authorized user being wrongly rejected by the

system. False acceptances refer to the likelihood of an imposter being wrongly

rejected by the system. These two types of error usually have different costs as-

sociated with them, depending on the security requirements of the application. If

high security is the main goal, then the false acceptance rate (FAR) must be very

low. This can lead to a large false rejection rate (FRR) and potential user annoy-
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ance. If user comfort with only mild security is the main goal, then a higher false

acceptance rate must be tolerated. Performance is often measured in terms of the

Equal Error Rate (EER), which is the point where the false acceptance rate and

the false rejection rate are approximately the same.

Fig. 4.2(a) graphically illustrates the computation of the FAR and the FRR

over genuine and imposter distributions. There is a strict tradeoff between FAR

and FRR in every biometric system. In fact, both the FAR and the FRR are

functions of the system threshold t. A ROC curve is used to report system per-

formance at all operating points (threshold t in Fig. 4.2(a)). A ROC curve is a

plot of FAR(t) against FRR(t) for various decision thresholds.

4.2.2 Changeability

Changeability means degree of deformation for transformed information accord-

ing to original information. If there are striking differences between the trans-

formed data and the original data, then the original information is better pro-

tected. For analysis, we used normalized eigencoefficient distribution to comply

with the original appearance-based method and the applied proposed method.

We also determined the degree of overlap by two distance distribution points

which were genuine versus before and after transformations. Fig. 4.3. show

genuine and imposter elements of normalized distance distribution and normal-

ized distance of the original eigencoefficients versus the transformed eigenco-

efficients by the proposed method for the same image. We defined the latter

distribution as ‘pseudo genuine distribution’. Also, we determined the threshold
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Figure 4.2: The distance distributions: (a) genuine and imposter distribution, (b)
a receiver operation curve (ROC).
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Figure 4.3: The distance distributions: genuine, imposter, and pseudo genuine
distribution.

t as the EER point obtained by genuine and imposter distribution. If the distance

of the threshold t and the pseudo genuine distribution was further to the right,

the transformation before and after was more different. This is because the same

image of the before and after transformation was classified as an imposter. The

difference value means changeability by transformation. The degree of overlap

using the distribution of threshold t and the pseudo genuine element showed a

specific changeability value.
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4.2.3 Reproducibility

Changeable biometric systems use change because the number of biometrics is

insufficient. Therefore, the transform functions can be created indefinitely and

the number of possible changed templates must be unlimited or numerous. This

is called reproducibility. For analysis of reproducibility, we calculated a number

of cases.

4.3 Experimental Results

4.3.1 Matching performance

We examined how the recognition rate varied when the number of dimensions

changed from 300 to 10. Within this framework, we compared performance

using PCA, ICAI(ICA architecture I), NMF and the proposed method. The ex-

perimental results of the proposed method were found for multiple instances for

each simulation because the scrambling function for the coefficients was a ran-

domly changing function. Therefore we conducted a total of 100 experiments

for each case, and used the Euclidian distance as a measurement of dissimilarity.

Fig. 4.4and Fig. 4.5 show the EER results when, firstly, the PCA coefficient

vector and the ICAI coefficient vector, and secondly, the PCA coefficient vector

and the NMF coefficient vector were used for verification, and when the trans-

formed coefficient vectors were used for verification, as the number of coefficient

dimension varied. These experimental results show that the EER of the proposed

method did not degrade significantly when using any of the conventional PCA,
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Figure 4.4: Recognition performance of PCA, ICAI and proposed method in
varying dimensions for the AR Face database.

ICAI, or NMF based methods.

4.3.2 Changeability

To establish the performance of the proposed method and its changeability, we

then confirmed the eigencoefficients. Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show the distribution

of the eigencoefficients before and after using the proposed method. The original

face information was deformed when using the proposed method. Therefore, the

original face information was protected from an attacker because it is different

from the transformed eigencoefficients in the database.

The changeability value given by the number of 40 eigenfaces is shown in

Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 The results show the genuine and imposter elements of the
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Figure 4.5: Recognition performance of PCA, NMF and proposed method in
varying dimensions for the AR Face database.

normalized distance distribution to the applied proposed method and the pseudo

genuine distribution. We determined the threshold t as the EER point by using

the genuine and imposter distribution. All distribution was placed on the right

side rather than on threshold t. Namely, the same image of the before and af-

ter transformation was classified as an imposter element. These results mean

that the changeability for the proposed method was satisfying a good level of

changeability.

4.3.3 Reproducibility

Reproducibility was calculated by the number of cases of eigencoefficients pro-

duced by the scrambling rule. The scrambling method has large number of cases.
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Figure 4.6: Example of PCA, ICAI and summation PCA and ICAI normalized
eigencoefficients. (a) Example of PCA, ICAI and summation PCA and ICAI
normalized eigencoefficients without scrambling. (b) Example of PCA, ICAI
and summation PCA and ICAI normalized eigencoefficients with scrambling.
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Figure 4.7: Example of PCA, ICAI and summation PCA and ICAI normalized
eigencoefficients. (a) Example of PCA, NMF and summation PCA and NMF
normalized eigencoefficients without scrambling. (b) Example of PCA, NMF
and summation PCA and NMF normalized eigencoefficients with scrambling.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of genuine, imposter and pseudo genuine elements. (a)
PCA, Proposed method using PCA and ICAI. (b) ICAI, Proposed method using
PCA and ICAI.
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of genuine, imposter and pseudo genuine elements. (a)
PCA, Proposed method using PCA and NMF. (b) NMF, Proposed method using
PCA and NMF.
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If number of n was chosen as the dimension of used eigenfaces, the number of

cases for an n eigenface scrambling method was n!. Here, the number of cases

was numerous because the order of each of the PCA and ICAI (or PCA and

NMF) vectors was differently scrambled and added. Therefore, the total number

of cases for the proposed method was n! × n! obtained by using a differently

randomly scrambled method. For example, if we used 50 eigenfaces (n), we

had 50!× 50! = 9.2502e + 128 cases for reproducibility. Therefore, this method

contributed to reproducibility, which is good for changeable biometric systems.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Biometrics is a method of personal authentication. Among its many advantages

is the fact that information cannot be stolen, forgotten, or shared. Also, biometric

systems provide a greater degree of security compared with traditional authen-

tication methods. However, there are also weak points. One of these problems

is the issue of privacy concerning non-revocable biometrics, especially in the

case of identity theft. When a biometric template is compromised, it is rendered

unusable because biometric data cannot be discarded and reissued. The only

remedy is to replace the template with another biometric feature. However, a

person has only a limited number of biometric features. Moreover, if biometric

templates get stolen, an attacker can attack other authentication systems by us-

ing the compromised biometric templates. The key reason for these drawbacks

is that biometric information is derived from a person’s physical features, and

thus, biometrics cannot be as easily changed as password or keys.

Changeable biometrics is an alternative to biometric problems. It uses trans-

formed or distorted biometric data instead of original biometric data for identi-
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fying a person. When a set of biometric data is found to be compromised, it can

be discarded and a new set can be generated.

In this thesis, we proposed a changeable biometric system for face recogni-

tion using an appearance-based approach. The main idea was to scramble the

PCA and ICA (or the PCA and NMF) coefficient vectors and find a weighted

sum of the two vectors. From experimental results, it is clear that this method can

maintain performance comparable to that of conventional methods. By scram-

bling the order of the coefficients in the transform function, we were able to

generate numerous instances of changeable face data. Therefore, the proposed

method is characterized by not only resolving a weak point of biometric systems,

but also maintaining good performance.
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&h�s�e����.Õª�Q��Òqt�̂:£¤$í
�ÉrÕªÃº��ô�Ç&ñ
÷&#Qe��l�M:ë�H\� �̧èß�{©����
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Äº����â
s�Ô�¦��0px�����ÕªS��Ãº��B�Äº]jô�Ç�)a��.��

���Òqt�̂���d���Érs����Òqt�̂���d��ë�H]j\�¦K�����l�0Aô�Ç@/îß�×�æ���s���.��

���Òqt�̂���d���Ér����â
��0pxô�ÇÒqt�̂���d��l�ZO�Ü¼�Ð+�$��©��)aÒqt�̂&ñ
�Ð\�ë�H]j

��µ1ÏÒqt����1px2�¤÷&#Qe��~��Òqt�̂&ñ
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\�¦ ���×þ��#� Òqt�̂&ñ
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�Ð\�¦ z�́]j r�Û¼%7��̀¦

0Aô�ÇÒqt�̂&ñ
�Ð�Ð��6 x�>��)a��.s����8̈��<ÊÃº��H��|ÃÐ\����� ¢̧��Hr�Û¼%7�

\�������ØÔ>�ÅÒ#Qt� 9,ëß����Òqt�̂&ñ
�Ð�� �̧èß��̀¦{©�Ùþ¡�̀¦�â
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�̂&ñ
�Ð��H ]j��\�¦ ��¦ Dh�Ðî�r ���8̈� �<ÊÃº\�¦ ½+É{©� ~ÃÎ�� Dh�Ðî�r Òqt�̂&ñ
�Ð\�¦

��r� Òqt$í
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Äºo���H l��>r\� ·ú��9��� \O�ÏãJ���d��_� ~½ÓZO� ��î�rX< ������ ü@+þA l�ìøÍ l�

ZO�(appea-rance-based method)_��¦Ä»>�Ãº(eigencoefficient)\�¦s�6 x�#������

Òqt�̂���d���̀¦ ½̈�&³���H ~½ÓZO��̀¦ ]jîß�ô�Ç��. ���$� ô�Ç %ò
�©�\�"f "f�Ð ���Ér ü@+þA

l�ìøÍl�ZO��̀¦s�6 x�#��¦Ä»>�Ãº\�¦ÆÒØ�¦ô�Ç��.ÆÒØ�¦�)ay���¦Ä»>�Ãº°ú�#3_כ�

0A\�¦ î̈
ï�r�o(normalization) :�x�#� {9�u�r������. î̈
ï�r�o �)a y��y��_� �¦Ä»>�

Ãº\�¦�½� ü��<ÊÃº\�¦s�6 x�#�Ô�¦½©gË:�>�í�H"f\�¦����â
ô�Ç��.e��_�&h�Ü¼�Ðí�H"f

�� F�C�\P��)a �¦Ä»>�Ãº\�¦ "f�Ð �8ô�Ç��. s�XO�>� �8K�4R Òqt$í
�)a ���+þA �¦Ä»>�

Ãº\�¦ ���d��\� ��6 xô�Ç��. ]jîß��)a \O�ÏãJ Òqt�̂&ñ
�Ð Òqt$í
 ~½ÓZO��Ér y��y��_� �¦Ä»>�

Ãº_� í�H"f\�¦ e��_��Ð ����â
�#� Áºô�Çô�Ç ����� \O�ÏãJ &ñ
�Ð\�¦ Òqt$í
½+É Ãº e���̧2�¤

�%i��¦�¦Ä»>�Ãº\�¦�8�<ÊÜ¼�Ð+�q���%i�$í
(non-invertibility)�̀¦ëß�7á¤r�v��9�¦

r��̧Ùþ¡��.

]jîß��)a~½ÓZO��̀¦s�6 xô�Çz�́+«>���õ������\O�ÏãJÒqt�̂&ñ
�Ð\�¦��6 xK��̧ >h���

���7£x_�$í
0pxs�Ä»t�H�d�̀¦SX����½+ÉÃºe��%3���.���+þA�)a�¦Ä»>�Ãº[þt�Ér"é¶�¦Ä»

>�Ãº[þt_�°úכõ�B�Äº��ØÔÙ¼�Ð"é¶&ñ
�Ð_��Ð ñl�0px�̀¦�������. ¢̧ô�Çs�~½ÓZO�

�Ér î̈
ï�r�oü< �8�l� ���íß��̀¦ ��'¬Il� M:ë�H\� %i����8̈�s� Ô�¦��0px��¦, í�H"f ���

�â
�̀¦0Aô�Ç�½� ü��<ÊÃº��Áºô�Ç�Ù¼�ÐF�Òqtíß�$í
�̀¦Ø�æì�ry�ëß�7á¤r�v� 9,��gË:���

íß�ëß��̀¦ s�6 x�Ù¼�Ð >�íß�s� çß�éß����. >����� 4�¤"é¶�)a %ò
�©��Ér "é¶�:rõ� B�Äº

��ØÔÙ¼�Ð>h���\O�ÏãJ&ñ
�Ð\�¦�Ð ñ½+ÉÃºe����.����"f]jîß�~½ÓZO��Ér�����Òqt�̂

���d��\�B�Äº&h�½+Ë���.

Ùþ�d��÷&��H ú́� :Òqt�̂���d��, ����� Òqt�̂���d��, \O�ÏãJ ���d��, ÅÒ$í
ì�r ì�r$3�, 1lqwn� $í
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